
Inspired by the universe itself, the Copernicus is a space-based timepiece whose

appearance stands out among all others. The dial features a sparkling, starry night look

that serves as a background for the planet-themed minute, second and hour hands as

they move around the dial and keep the time. The �rst Raketa timepiece was created in

celebration of the �rst manned mission to space in Russia, and the Raketa Copernicus

keeps up the tradition. Its unique inspiration comes from its namesake, celebrating the

discovery made by the astronomer Copernicus. Copernicus discovered that the planets

circle the sun instead of the other way around, which changed the way people at the

time understood space. 
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This rich timepiece uses two semi-precious stones to create its dial: dark blue

aventurine that looks like a starry night and yellow agate to represent the sun. All of this

is housed within its stainless steel case which measures 40.5 millimeters in diameter. It

has a generous wrist presence without feeling too big and bulky to comfortably wear all

day. Protecting the dial is a sapphire crystal glass that prevents the dome from nicks and

scratches. The watch boasts a 5 ATM water resistance, which helps it resist water

damage from everyday wear. The Copernicus watch attaches to the wrist using a 22-

millimeter wide genuine leather strap. 



You can bring home the Raketa Copernicus timepiece for yourself on the WatchBandit

website. It is priced at 1.290 EUR, but shipping is free to any location in EU, and don’t

forget to use the wristporn discount code, and save 10%.

https://watchbandit.com/product/raketa-copernicus-0280-limited-edition/


The speci�cations: 

  

Factory: 

Raketa Watch Factory (Saint-Petersburg) 

Movement: 

Calibre: 

2615 

Functions: 

Automatic 

Number of jewels: 

24 

Testing positions: 

4 

Average rate (s/d): 

-10+20 

Average running time (h): 

40 

Frequency/hour: 

18.000 / 2.5Hz 

Bi-directional automatic winding: 



Yes  

Stopper of self-winding unit activated during manual winding: 

Yes  

Decoration: 

Gold Plating, engraving, printing, hand-made Neva waves 

Case: 

Material: 

Stainless steel / PVD black 

Diameter: 

40,5 mm 

Length (lug to lug): 

45 mm 

Front glass: 

Sapphire  

Back glass: 

Mineral 

Rotating bezel: 

No 

Water resistance: 

5 АТМ 

Dial: 

Semi precious stones: aventurine and yellow agate 

Strap/bracelet: 

Material: 

Genuine leather  

Width: 

22 mm 

Sex: 

Unisex




